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What Do You See? 
A Magic Slide-and-Find Book

By Renata Bueno

Do you see a triangle or a fish? Is that an 
apple tree or a raspberry bush? Slide the 
magic picture finder across the page to 
reveal many colorful, whimsical images in 
this fun, interactive book. Young children 
will enjoy unscrambling the pictures—
including a camel, a floppy hat, a house, 
and a zebra—which will delight and satisfy 
their curious minds. What Do You See? 
encourages the development of fine motor 
and visual comprehension skills, and is 
sure to be a favorite! A storage pocket for 
the picture finder and an answer key with 
helpful labels are included. 

What Do You See?
$16.99 U.S. • £12.99 U.K.
HC • 979-1-03633-878-6
7¼ x 7¼ in, 32 pp, full color, plastic sheet
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK
Pub Month: May

Ages 3 to 5  

 It’s magic!

Slide the magic 
picture finder 
across the page to 
unscramble two 
images.

What do you 
see here?

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcRlYKjzFVza9oDyVzRMAsFO6j8lRmqH2


Slide the picture finder 
to reveal a strawberry!
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Ages 3 to 5  
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Line up the picture finder 
with the lines on the image. 
It’s a fruit basket!
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Ages 0 to 3  

Crack-Crack! Who Is That?
$14.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K.
BB • 978-2-40803-358-3
7 x 7¾ in, 12 pp, full color, moveable parts
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK
Pub Month: March

Crack-Crack! Who Is That?
By Tristan Mory

Who will hatch from each egg? Pull up the 
handle to find out! Each adorable baby 
animal—including an itty-bitty fish and a 
fluffy penguin—is revealed, accompanied 
by an enjoyable crack-crack-crack sound. 
Little ones will also be delighted to discover 
the sweet surprise at the end. Innovative 
and delightful, this board book is egg-cellent 
for Easter and spring! 

Pull  the handle  to hear the egg crack!

 Also
 b

y 
Tri

stan Mory

Hooray for Little Fingers!
This Book Can Do Anything
Who Am I?

See prices and ISBNs  
on p. 60-61.

Built-in handles on the 
cover and every spread

https://youtu.be/LWWeoMeEyvY
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Ages 3 to 5  

A fun 
language-
learning 

adventure

Alice Ate an Apple
The World of Letters

By Anne-Marie Labrecque • Illustrated by 
Mathieu Dionne St-Arneault

The perfect next-step book for young chil-
dren who have learned their ABCs, Alice 
Ate an Apple is a colorful romp through the 
world of uppercase, lowercase, and even 
cursive letters—from apples to zebras! 
Each engaging spread highlights a letter, 
has a sentence that includes the featured 
letter in its various forms, and provides a 
memorable image for enhanced learning. 
Budding readers can also develop their 
observation skills by counting how many 
times the letter appears in the sentence. 
Handy hints and an answer key reinforce 
reading confidence in this bright, visually 
dynamic book. 

Alice Ate an Apple
$16.99 U.S. • £12.99 U.K.
HC • 979-1-03633-880-9
7¾ x 10 in, 60 pp, full color
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA
Pub Month: April

Letters are shown 
in uppercase, 
lowercase, and 
cursive.

Bright and 
colorful 
illustrations

Count the number of A’s 
in this sentence!

Handy hints!

https://static.bayard.io/feuilletage/pmt/edition/twirl/albums/aliceateanapple/aliceateanapple/index.html
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Ages 3 to 5  

10 BIG 
pop-ups!

Natural Wonders
The Pop-Up Guidetm

By Sandra Laboucarie 
Illustrated by Charline Picard

Travel to nature’s own masterpieces! An 
immense canyon, the world’s highest peak, 
and bands of color that light up the night 
sky fill the pages of the latest title in the 
Pop-Up GuideTM series. Children have a 
spectacular front-row view of the Grand 
Canyon, the Amazon Rain Forest, Mount 
Everest, the Great Barrier Reef, and many 
more natural wonders. The multilayered 
3-D scenes leap off every page, allowing 
young readers to view the world in a unique 
way and bringing to life dramatic settings 
that capture their imagination. Each book 
also includes elastic bands that allow chil-
dren to display their favorite pages. 

The Pop-Up GuideTM - Natural Wonders
$16.99 U.S. • £12.99 U.K.
PU • 979-1-03633-877-9
10 x 7½ in, 20 pp, full color, pop-ups on every 
spread, elastic bands on corners for open display
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK
Pub Month: April

Al
so

 A

vailable

Space
Vehicles

See prices and ISBNs 
on p. 32.

Elastic bands 
for open display

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcRlYKjzFVza9oDyVzRMAsFO6j8lRmqH2
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Space
By Sophie Dussaussois  
Illustrated by Charline Picard

979-1-03632-519-9 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK,  
XCA, XCN, XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX

Vehicles
By Maud Poulain 
Illustrated by Charline Picard

979-1-02760-999-4
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

 

Dramatic scenes leap off 
the pages of the books in 
the Pop-Up GuideTM series, 
providing young readers with 
a front-row view of landscapes 
both familiar and new. 
Whether the pages feature 
vehicles on a highway, the 
launch of a rocket, or wide-
open fields, the multilayered 
3-D representations capture 
children’s imaginations and 
encourage them to find out 
more. Each book features 10 big 
pop-ups and includes accessible 
information, as well as elastic 
bands that allow readers to 
display their favorite pages. 
For all titles in the Pop-Up GuideTM series: 
$16.99 U.S. • £12.99 U.K.  
PU • 10 x 7½ in, 20 pp, full color, pop-ups on 
every spread, elastic bands on corners for open 
display

Ages 3 to 5  

Elastic bands 
for open display
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10 big pop-ups

The Pop-Up GuideTM 
series

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WC8gElQVxlY&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pkl1sygKJJg&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=10
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Seasons
By Philip Giordano

978-2-40800-789-8

Habitats
By Ben Newman

978-2-40801-969-3

Ages 3 to 5  

Many objects 
to find!

Sturdy wheels 
on every spread

 

Sturdy wheels, bold shapes, 
and bursts of color combine 
to create lavish, eye-catching 
landscapes and captivating 
seek-and-find fun in the Turn 
Seek FindTM series. These titles 
introduce young readers to 
different environments and 
ask them to look for objects 
in various colors by turning 
the two wheels embedded on 
each spread. A visual treat for 
preschoolers, this innovative 
format introduces children to 
colors and concepts, as well as 
many animals and things in the 
world around them. 
For all titles in the Turn Seek FindTM series: 
$14.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K. 
BB • 9½ x 11 in, 12 pp, full color, two wheels 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

About Habitats
“Bright, busy, and well designed to keep 
younger eyes and hands involved.”
Kirkus Reviews

About Seasons
“High marks for concept, art, design, and 
sheer visual energy.”  
Kirkus Reviews, starred review

Turn Seek FindTM 
series

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSJlgZSv3QE&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=21
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Ages 3 to 5  

MagnetologyTM series
MagnetologyTM books combine 45 magnets and 10 
magnetized pages for hours of fun! Featuring themes 
that preschoolers love, these oversize books set the 
stage for imaginative play, help kids develop fine 
motor skills, and provide appropriate bite-size bits of 
information about the subject. And when play is done, 
the magnetic pieces can be safely put away in the 
handy built-in storage pocket. 
For all titles in the MagnetologyTM series:  
CO • 9¼ x 12½ in, 12 pp, full color, 45 magnetic play pieces 
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years. 45 magnetic 

pieces

Magnetized 
pages

Oversize format
with

45 magnets!
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Ages 3 to 5  

Construction Sites
By Marie Fordacq  
Illustrated by Olivier Latyk

$22.99 U.S. • £17.99 U.K.
979-1-02760-145-5 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN, XHK, 
XKR, XTH, XMX

Animals
By Maud Poulain 
Illustrated by Camille Tisserand

$22.99 U.S. • £17.99 U.K.
979-1-02760-998-7
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN, XHK, 
XKR, XTH, XMX

Pirates
By Inès Adam  
Illustrated by Didier Balicevic

$21.99 U.S. • £15.99 U.K.
979-1-02760-603-0 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

Ocean
By Inès Adam 
Illustrated by Olivier Latyk

$22.99 U.S. • £17.99 U.K. 
979-1-02760-429-6 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN, XHK, 
XKR, XTH, XMX

Vehicles
By Anne-Sophie Baumann 
Illustrated by Hélène Convert 

$21.99 U.S. • £16.99 U.K.
979-1-02760-879-9  
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN, XHK, 
XKR, XTH, XMX

O
liv

ier
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at
yk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98CwEz4pevw&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilytNtRAj_k&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=40
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Ages 3 to 5  

Touch and ExploreTM 
series
Touch and ExploreTM is a multisensory series created to 
encourage active learning. The textured pages give children 
an interactive experience of the endlessly fascinating world 
around them. Books in the series feature a wide variety of 
subjects that young children love to read about, and include 
bite-size information, just right for growing minds! 
For all titles in the Touch  and ExploreTM series:  
$14.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K. 
HC • 9¼ x 8 in, 14 pp, full color, die-cuts, flaps, fabrics, textures Touch-and-

feel elements 
throughoutAnimals clearly identified

More than 2.4  million copies sold  in the series worldwide!
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information
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Dinosaurs
By Stéphanie Babin 
Illustrated by Ninie

978-2-74597-894-3 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

Baby Animals
By Géraldine Krasinski 
Illustrated by Julie Mercier

978-2-74597-893-6 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, 
XCA, XCN, XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX

Ages 3 to 5  

Construction
By Stéphanie Babin 
Illustrated by Benjamin Bécue 

978-2-40800-794-2  
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

Farm
By Stéphanie Babin 
Illustrated by Xavier Deneux

978-2-74597-618-5 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, 
XCA, XCN, XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX

Jungle
By Marie Mazas 
Illustrated by Camille Roy

978-2-40801-284-7 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

Animals at Night
By Pascale Hédelin 
Illustrated by Emmanuel Ristord

978-2-40801-598-5 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

The Ocean
By Stéphanie Babin 
Illustrated by Nathalie Choux

978-2-74597-619-2 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, 
XCA, XCN, XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX

Pets
By Géraldine Krasinski 
Illustrated by Xavier Deneux

978-2-74598-179-0 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

Safari
By Stéphanie Babin 
Illustrated by Xavier Deneux

978-2-74598-180-6 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z5610zVqIqw&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=13
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Slide, 
match, 

and learn!

Ages 3 to 5  

A classic childhood game built into a sturdy board book 
format with 44 sliding panels! Alone or with others, children 
can play the multiple games in each book of the Matching 
Game BookTM series, including matching pairs of objects, 
identifying them, and spotting the objects in the big scene. 
Children can even come up with games of their own. These 
books help them focus, train their visual memory, and learn 
new words—all while having fun! 
For all titles in the Matching Game BookTM series:  
BB • 9½ x 11 in, 12 pp, full color, sliding panels on every spread 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK 8 sliding panels  

on each spread

4 fun activities
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Matching Game BookTM series
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Animals
By Stéphanie Babin 
Illustrated by Julie Mercier

$16.99 U.S. • £12.99 U.K.
978-2-74599-548-3

Bugs and Other Little Critters
By Stéphanie Babin  
Illustrated by Manu Callejón

$16.99 U.S. • £12.99 U.K.
978-2-40802-465-9

Zoom!
By Stéphanie Babin 
Illustrated by Ben Newman

$14.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K.
978-2-40801-283-0

Colors
By Stéphanie Babin  
Illustrated by Vincent Mathy

$16.99 U.S. • £12.99 U.K.
978-2-40801-614-2

Ages 3 to 5  

M
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqYTkQSa2ow&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=12
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Sliding panels

Sliding panels

Who Eats What?
By Stéphanie Babin • Illustrated by Kiko

What do animals like to eat? Slide the panels to find 
out in this interactive book that’s ideal for travel or 
take-along! 

Who Eats What?
$12.99 U.S. • £9.99 U.K.
BB • 978-2-40800-436-1
8¾ x 8¼ in, 14 pp, full color,  
sliding panels on every spread 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK,  
XCA, XCN, XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX

Who Does What?
By Stéphanie Babin • Illustrated by Ilaria Falorsi

Who gathers honey? Who designs clothes? Who 
makes lunch for students? So many jobs can be 
found in this satisfying sliding panel format for 
preschoolers. 

Who Does What?
$14.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K.
BB • 978-2-40801-970-9
8¾ x 8¼ in, 14 pp, full color,  
sliding panels on every spread
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK,  
XCA, XCN, XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX

“Readers will find much to like 
in Babin’s game-like design 
and in the book’s focus on 
a perennial favorite topic.” 
Publishers Weekly

Ages 3 to 5  

Parents Magazine Best Children’s 
Book 

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vy-bHqcyzk&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=14
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Ages 3 to 5  Ages 3 to 5  
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Who Lives Where?
By Stéphanie Babin • Illustrated by Kiko

Match animals to their homes and habitats in this 
delightful and rewarding book with sliding panels. 

Who Lives Where?
$12.99 U.S. • £9.99 U.K.
BB • 978-2-40800-796-6
8¾ x 8¼ in, 14 pp, full color,  
sliding panels on every spread
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK,  
XCA, XCN, XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX

Whose Baby Is This?
By Stéphanie Babin  
Illustrated by Camille Tisserand

Bite-size information about baby animals and slid-
ing panels combine to provide young readers with 
lots of match-and-learn fun. 

Whose Baby Is This?
$14.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K.
BB • 978-2-40802-389-8
8¾ x 8¼ in, 14 pp, full color,  
sliding panels on every spread 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK,  
XCA, XCN, XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX
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I Double Dare You!
By Paule Battault  
Illustrated by Charlotte Ameling

Who’s afraid of the big bad wolf . . . or the hairy 
ogre . . . or the warty witch? Young readers have 
to chase them away . . . but only if they dare! Go 
ahead, I double dare you! 

I Double Dare You!
$14.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K.
HC • 978-2-40800-432-3
8½ x 8½ in, 20 pp, full color, textures
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

“Aims to empower 
toddlers by putting 
their nightmares into 
perspective and their 
monsters in the closet.” 
Kirkus Reviews

So
un

d b
ook

Make Us Laugh!
By Stéphanie Babin 
Illustrated by Nathalie Choux

Kids will giggle and chuckle as they find ways to 
make the animals laugh in this seriously funny 
sound book that includes seven big laughs. 

Make Us Laugh!
$15.99 U.S. • £11.99 U.K. 
Sound Book • 978-2-40801-613-5 
8½ x 8½ in, 18 pp, full color, 7 sound buttons 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN,  
XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX

Ages 3 to 5  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxhA0uzX47I&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=20
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Oversize form
at

Mr. Bear’s ABC
By Virginie Aracil 

Mr. Bear guides very young readers on a 
sumptuous and unexpected alphabet jour-
ney that encourages curiosity and helps 
build vocabulary. 
“A throwback abecedary infused with 
modern hipness.” Kirkus Reviews

Mr. Bear’s ABC
$19.99 U.S. • £14.99 U.K.
HC • 978-2-74709-500-6
8¼ x 12¼ in, 58 pp, full color
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN, XHK, 
XKR, XTH, XMX

Mr. Bear
Twirl’s charming Mr. Bear takes 
the youngest readers on fantastic 
adventures, exploring the ABCs, 
colors, numbers, and more! Mr. Bear 
helps children discover early concepts 
and build their vocabulary through an 
eye-catching collection of memorable 
images, drawn in Virginie Aracil’s 
signature retro-chic style. Every 
image sparks curiosity and inspires 
learning, growing, and fun. Hooray for 
Mr. Bear! 

Ages 0 to 3  
Vi
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Parents 
Magazine Best Alphabet Book of  

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvsEcReYrMw&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=17
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Ages 0 to 3  
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Mr. Bear’s Colors
By Virginie Aracil 

Join Mr. Bear as he leads toddlers on an 
extraordinary adventure through the world 
of colors. The vibrant assortment of appeal-
ing retro-chic images makes learning about 
colors a lot of fun! 

Mr. Bear’s Birthday
By Virginie Aracil 

A wonderfully i l lustrated book that 
celebrates diversity and inclusion, Mr. 
Bear’s Birthday also has lots of gifts—with 
flaps! It’s a birthday that everyone will 
celebrate! 

Mr. Bear’s Birthday
$21.99 U.S. • £16.99 U.K.
HC • 979-1-03631-825-2
10 x 13½ in, 40 pp, full color, flaps throughout,  
foil stamping on cover
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN, XHK, 
XKR, XTH, XMX

Mr. Bear’s Little Numbers
By Virginie Aracil 

Join Mr. Bear on a counting journey 
through the world of numbers, large and 
small. What’s more, each number has a 
grainy varnish for a multisensory learning 
experience. 
“A pleasing, well-designed book readers 
can return to.” Kirkus Reviews

Mr Bear’s Little Numbers
$12.99 U.S. • £9.99 U.K.
BB • 979-1-03631-355-4
6½ x 8¼ in, 18 pp, full color, textured varnish on 
every spread
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

Mr. Bear’s Colors
$19.99 U.S. • £14.99 U.K.
HC • 979-1-02760-707-5
8¼ x 12¼ in, 42 pp, full color, foil on cover and 
edges
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN, XHK, 
XKR, XTH, XMX

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJ-VsQnbFF8&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hq8t47ImqU0&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCgrcRlU8fM&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=16
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Pull and Play BooksTM 
series
The Pull and Play BooksTM series offers children 
support, encouragement, and reassurance through 
a variety of familiar childhood experiences 
and growth milestones. Focusing on social 
development, the themes include manners, 
sibling relationships, bathtime, and feelings. 
Using pull-tabs to change the pictures, children 
are empowered and inspired to model positive 
behavior. 
For all titles in the Pull and Play BooksTM series:  
By Alice Le Hénand • Illustrated by Thierry Bedouet 
$12.99 U.S. • £9.99 U.K. 
BB • 8 x 6¾ in, 14 pp, full color, pull-tabs  
on cover and every spread 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

Pull the tab to 
change the scene

More than  400,000 copies sold worldwide

Ages 0 to 3  
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Let’s Be Safe
978-2-40802-849-7

Mealtime
978-2-40801-594-7

Brothers and Sisters
978-2-40801-595-4

Feelings
978-2-40800-792-8

Pacifier
978-2-40802-461-1

Please and Thank You
978-2-74599-076-1

Bathtime
978-2-40801-282-3

Sharing
978-2-40801-971-6

Potty Time
978-2-74599-547-6

Time for Bed
978-2-74598-177-6

Ages 0 to 3  

Patience
978-2-40801-994-5
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHVFi_d2yA4&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0C0l0rGpUY&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=29
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGvaeL3lH2Y&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=31
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rZvla8ngMY&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5AVG2xFoc0&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=32
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cG_owvZDPjc&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=33
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Touch and feel

My Big Touch-and-Feel Concepts Book
$21.99 US • £16.99 UK
BB • 978-2-40801-968-6
9¾ x 9¾ in, 22 pp, full color, textures throughout 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN, XHK, 
XKR, XTH, XMX

My Big Touch-and-Feel 
Concepts Book
Illustrated by Xavier Deneux 

Young readers are in for a multisensory 
treat with this big book containing 160 
words and 60 touch-and-feel elements. 
There’s so much to see, touch, and discover 
about colors, shapes, numbers, and oppo-
sites! 

Ages 0 to 3  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JE5XX1kxKUg&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=27
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Touch! My Big Touch-and-Feel 
Word Book
Illustrated by Xavier Deneux 

Children love learning to name objects, and there’s 
much to see and discover in this big book contain-
ing 150 words and 30 touch-and-feel elements. 
The perfect baby shower gift!  

Touch! My Big Touch-and-Feel Word Book
$21.99 U.S. • £16.99 U.K.
BB • 978-2-74598-178-3
9¾ x 9¾ in, 24 pp, full color, textures throughout 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN, XHK, XKR, 
XTH, XMX

My Big Book of Sounds
By Kiko

From sounds in the home to sounds in the jungle, 
little ones will learn to identify sounds and name the 
animals and objects that make them. Includes 100 
sounds and words. 

My Big Book of Sounds
$21.99 U.S. • £16.99 U.K.
Sound Book • 978-2-40801-285-4 
9¾ x 9¾ in, 24 pp, full color, 20-button panel
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN, XHK, XKR, XTH, 
XMX

Ages 0 to 3  

“A solid choice for both 
very young children and 
children who are just 
beginning to read.”  
Kirkus Reviews

“An impressive diversity 
of items for readers to 
explore.”  
Publishers Weekly
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Pull-tabs

Pull-tabs

Miki Takes a Bath
By Stéphanie Babin  
Illustrated by Julie Mercier

Splish-splash! Bathtime is a delight, and the move-
able parts on every spread will have little ones look-
ing forward to their own bathtime! 

Miki Gets Dressed
By Stéphanie Babin  
Illustrated by Julie Mercier

Miki is going out! Getting dressed is a lot of fun 
with Miki showing how in this lively interactive 
book. Children will be excited and ready to dress 
themselves every day! 

Miki Takes a Bath
$12.99 U.S. • £9.99 U.K.
HC • 978-2-40801-597-8
8 x 8 in, 10 pp, full color, 4 pull-tabs,  
1 pop-up on final spread
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

Miki Gets Dressed
$12.99 U.S. • £9.99 U.K.
HC • 978-2-40801-972-3
8 x 8 in, 10 pp, full color, 4 pull-tabs,  
1 pop-up on final spread
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

Ages 0 to 3  

“An interactive bathtime 
checklist . . . It’s hard 
to imagine cheerier 
guidelines.” Kirkus Reviews

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5j6F8Oz1lYU&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=26
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gz7anR-jzII&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=25
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Ages 3 to 5  Ages 3 to 5  

41 flaps

Animal Friends 1 2 3 
By Christophe Loupy 
Illustrated by Shunsuke Satake 

Learning to count is fun—and made even 
more so with interactive flaps and adorable 
animal friends! Flaps on every spread, 
colorful numerals, and a row of dots at the 
bottom to reinforce counting and adding 
skills. 

Animal Friends 1 2 3
$14.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K.
HC • 978-2-40802-468-0
8¼ x 9 in, 22 pp, full color, 41 flaps
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

Open the flaps to find and 
count the animal friends! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hg05J52u8vo&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=23
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Ages 3 to 5  

Slide the tab to spin 
the flower

M
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ble parts

Little Bug on the Move
By Stéphanie Babin  
Illustrated by Olivia Cosneau 

A curious and eager little bug is on the 
move, and young children can help! With 
moveable parts on every spread, this cheery 
and colorful book also delights readers with 
a surprise pop-up ending. 

Little Bug on the Move
$14.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K.
HC • 978-2-40802-464-2
7½ x 8 in, 14 pp, full color, moveable parts,  
pop-up on final spread
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN, 
XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX

“Interactive 
elements make this 
delightfully playful.” 
Kirkus Reviews

Pop-up butterfly!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TM7oSVq9g8o
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Pull-tabs

Baby Animals
PlayTabsTM 
By Stéphanie Babin  
Illustrated by Thierry Bedouet

Big, sturdy tabs to push and pull make for great 
learning fun. Pull a tab to see a chick hatch from 
an egg or push a tab to see a baby emperor penguin 
keep warm. Includes bite-size information just right 
for hungry young minds. 

PlayTabsTM - Baby Animals
$12.99 U.S. • £9.99 U.K.
BB • 978-2-40800-793-5 
10 x 8½ in, 12 pp, full color, tabs on every spread
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

Th
ier

ry
 B

ed
ou

et
Ages 0 to 3  

Push and 
pull the tabs
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Surprise! Slide and Play 
Shapes
By Elsa Fouquier

What happens when you twist a green 
square, push a yellow star, or wiggle a blue 
triangle? Young children will enjoy revealing 
the surprises as they move the four colorful 
shapes in this vibrant and delightful inter-
active book. Each sliding movement or easy 
turn will scatter a flock of birds into the 
sky, send butterflies flitting all around, or 
reveal a cheery rainbow and bright sun! An 
amusing way to introduce early concepts, 
this sturdy board book is sure to become a 
nursery room favorite. 

Surprise! Slide and Play Shapes
$14.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K.
BB • 978-2-40802-469-7
7 x 7 in, 18 pp, full color, 4 moveable parts
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN,  
XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX

Ages 0 to 3  

Push, twist, and slide 
for colorful suprises!

Push the star!

Wiggle the triangle!Slide the circle!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=njM7SxWVB94&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=35
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Die-cut pages

Kisses!
By Virginie Aracil 

A loving celebration of the endearing bond 
between parent and child, Virginie Ara-
cil’s tender offering will become a bedtime 
favorite for young children. Each spread 
features a parent with their child, sharing 
different kinds of kisses: from a sweet, little 
peck for a baby mouse to a warm, snuggly 
smooch for a polar bear cub. But nestled 
next to his mother, one little baby will get 
the biggest, most special kiss of all. The 
die-cut pages are graduated and sturdy, 
ensuring that they will sustain the multiple 
readings this book is certain to demand. 
Kiss, kiss! 

Kisses!
$9.99 U.S. • £7.99 U.K.
BB • 979-1-02760-702-0
6 x 8½ in, 12 pp, full color,  
die-cut graduated pages 
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK,  
XCA, XCN, XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX

Ages 0 to 3  

Sturdy, shaped 
pages

“A quick and cozy read-
aloud perfect for bonding 
between caregivers and 
their children.”  
Kirkus Reviews
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Ages 0 to 3  

Ha-ha! Made You Laugh!
By Stéphanie Babin  
Illustrated by Vincent Mathy

In this exceptionally silly book, kids are asked to 
perform different actions, then lift the flaps to see 
the unexpected results! 

Li
ft 
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Ha-ha! Made You Laugh!
$14.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K.
HC • 978-2-40800-795-9
8 x 8 in, 22 pp, full color, flap on every spread
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

Boo! Scared You!
By Stéphanie Babin  
Illustrated by Vincent Mathy

Young children will roll with laughter as they 
tickle, howl, or shout at fearful creatures in this 
frighteningly funny book! 

Boo! Scared You!
$14.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K.
HC • 978-2-40801-281-6
8 x 8 in, 22 pp, full color, flap on every spread
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

“Guarantee[s] giggles 
for toddlers and 
caregivers alike.”  
Kirkus Reviews
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Die-cut pages

Ages 0 to 3  

Hooray for Little Fingers!
Die-cut holes throughout this irresistible book 
encourages imaginative play and makes learning to 
count a cause for celebration. Hooray! 

Hooray for Little Fingers!
$14.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K.
BB • 978-2-40801-612-8
7½ x 8 in, 18 pp, full color, die-cut holes  
on cover and every spread
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK

Tristan Mory
Tristan Mory is the head graphic editor 
for the French children’s magazine 
Histoires pour les Petits. He first studied 
mechanical engineering before earning 
a degree in visual communication. But 
his dream was always to draw and to 
work with children. He enjoys exploring 
the mechanisms of interactive books 
and has illustrated books for various 
publishers, including Éditions Milan, 
Albin Michel, and Flammarion. He lives 
and works in Toulouse, France.

“I like to imagine the book as a cuddly 
toy that encourages toddlers to play.”

Die-cut 
holes on 
every spread

Parents Magazine Best Children’s 
Book 

2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOdUzbeOpfg&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=22
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Ages 0 to 3  
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Who Am I?
Little ones will have fun guessing and finding out 
the identity of the ten animals who appear in this 
adorably attractive and engaging pull-tab book. 

Who Am I?
$12.99 U.S. • £9.99 U.K.
BB • 978-2-40800-435-4
7 x 7 in, 22 pp, full color, pull-tabs on the cover  
and every spread
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA, XPK, XCA, XCN,  
XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX

This Book Can Do Anything
Prepare to be amazed by the entertaining antics 
of a book that will amuse, tickle, and charm the 
youngest readers, especially with a delightful sur-
prise at the end! 

This Book Can Do Anything
$13.99 U.S. • £10.99 U.K.
BB • 978-2-40802-852-7
9 x 5 in, 28 pp, full color, die-cut pages,  
moveable parts
Rights: XFR, XAUNZ, XZA,  
XPK, XCA, XCN, XHK, XKR, XTH, XMX

“Bound to lead to 
repeat readings and 
some giggling.”  
Kirkus Reviews

“The guessing aspect 
and fun reveals are 
sure to invite multiple 
readings.” 
Publishers Weekly

Pull up  
the hat!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anOFJlgXu_4&list=PLcRlYKjzFVzbGTeQi8jy7wCCmLcqlanzi&index=41
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